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Virtual Project Teaming: Incorporation of Immersive Environments and Role-played Case Study Assessments

Abstract

The purpose of this article is to present a role-play based approach to virtual project teaming and assessment that provides graduate students with collaborative working spaces, a context within which students can interact with their peers, and a structured approach for facilitators to evaluate the efforts of these virtual teams. Content and analytics for this study stem from data collected over the course of three semesters while offering a graduate-level Technology Project Management course. To offer this online course, several virtual working spaces were utilized to present course lectures and discussions, and to provide virtual in-world team skills training.

Discussion includes the incorporation of virtual role-play centered on the use of a contextually appropriate case study that spans a period of the 14 weeks of the semester-long course. The article also addresses both the structure of the course delivery. The case study and role play structure, and challenges faced in maximizing the immersive capabilities of these types of virtual environments all while ensuring that content delivery and required course assessments were being realized. A summary of student survey data and discussion of lessons learned is also incorporated.

I. Introduction

The recent growth of online educational delivery has in many ways paralleled the need for virtual collaboration and teaming in the corporate setting.\textsuperscript{1,2} In many respects, delivering an online class has many of the same challenges that corporate virtual teams face.\textsuperscript{3,4} These similarities become even more obvious when the online course topic involves virtual project teaming.\textsuperscript{5} The advantages of virtualized teams have been evidenced throughout both industry and academia.\textsuperscript{6} Recent studies indicate most corporation’s measure the performance of their project teams by cost, time, and quality and that they have found that decentralizing project teams “offers opportunities to save on time and costs, and still achieve quality results”.\textsuperscript{7}

Any reference to today’s current virtual reality solutions as being ‘immersive’ in nature typically connotes use of a digital technology capability that can “deeply involve one's senses”.\textsuperscript{8} In his overview on immersive environments, Miles notes that creating and utilizing these immersive spaces is “driven by a desire to incorporate as much richness, detail, depth, and subtlety as possible in order to give an individual experiencing the environment the sensation of being totally immersed”.\textsuperscript{9}

Incorporating virtually immersive academic workspaces for virtual student teams, especially for an online project management course, can provide significant opportunities for both students and facilitators.\textsuperscript{10,11} Beyond the virtual technologies however, it is also important for academics to clearly outline the team structure, processes, and roles, in order to reduce ambiguity and align expectations.\textsuperscript{12,13} In order to ensure that these teams are successful, a critical first step is determining the virtual media and tools that the offering will use. The technology planning for
the course offering must account for everything from basic infrastructure to innovative tools that enhance frequent communications.

Many organizations are also using team collaboration tools, such as online white boarding, shared applications, and team workspaces, enabling dispersed employees to work together more effectively.\textsuperscript{14,15} Furthermore, forward-looking organizations are adopting social media tools, such as blogs, podcasts, and wikis to help teams collaborate and gain a sense of community.\textsuperscript{16,17,18} A virtual team requires not only the right infrastructure, but also a communications plan that describes the tools team members can use to communicate and sets expectations for when to use each.

This article covers the first phase of a long-term study that has been ongoing since 2009; specifically, the article focuses on the course delivery of a graduate-level online course titled: ‘Technology Project Management’. The article addresses both structure of the course delivery and challenges faced in maximizing the immersive capability while realizing required content delivery and assessments. A brief summary of some recent student perception survey data and discussion of lessons learned is also included.

II. Research Objectives

The overarching objective of this phase of the research effort has been to gain a better understanding of the practical challenges associated with the development and integration of virtual world technologies into a graduate course that involves extensive virtual teaming. Furthermore, over the course of the study to-date, the need to embrace the concept of virtual immersion through the inclusion of more interactive activity has become more evident.

III. Methodology

To better understand the challenges of developing collaborative workspaces in a virtually immersive environment both survey and observational analysis have been incorporated. This research analysis has included:

1. Development and incorporation of various virtual collaborative workspaces to support the course delivery.
2. An online, anonymous 'Initial Second Life Experience Survey' was developed to evaluate the early interactions of the students with the virtual world environment Second Life and specifically the population background, initial learning curve students experienced, avatar interaction, and perceived effectiveness of the virtual world medium. This survey is part of an ongoing five-year research effort that began in 2009.
3. Case study materials were developed that challenged the virtual teams to complete weekly tasking common to technology projects.
4. Organized role play for the ongoing case study was developed to give students the opportunity to view project team activities from the stakeholder’s perspective. Role play also looks to improve student interaction within the virtual space, an area that early research indicates is lacking in utilization of early course structure. Research suggests
that the use of role play with virtual teams adds to clarity of course goals and roles and the presence of engagement and cooperation.\textsuperscript{19,20}

5. Finally, structured observation has also been incorporated into this study, where appropriate, to evaluate challenges associated with course delivery and management.\textsuperscript{21,22}

IV. Course Objectives Relative to this Study

The recent focus of this ongoing study centers on the delivery of an online graduate-level ‘Technology Project Management’ course. The course is designed to place into context and then evaluate student performance as technology-focused project team members in the key knowledge areas of project management including project integration, scope, time, cost, quality, human resource, communications, risk, and procurement management.\textsuperscript{23,24} The course structure provides students with adequate preparation and grounding in the tools and techniques for managing technology projects, especially in a virtual or geographically disbursed environment. An overarching premise to this course centers on the need for technology leaders to ably work and manage in group settings, and to synthesize ongoing project data and present that data effectively.

This specific course is part of a distance education curriculum and as such requires delivery of content and assessment via various online tools across both campus provided internal network resources and the Internet. The course syllabus outlines nine key course objectives; however, specific to this research effort, the following course objectives were considered for the current study efforts – that upon completion of this course, each student will be able to:

1. Apply project management concepts by working on a group project as either project manager or active team member.
2. Demonstrate the use of various project management applications to help plan and manage a technology project.
3. Demonstrate knowledge and use of methodologies used to manage cross-functional teams in a global context.

V. Structure of the Online Course Delivery

Students were instructed at the beginning of each semester that this course was being offered via the universities Second Life virtual campus and that a single (90) minute online synchronous class session was conducted each week. The primary modes of communication for the course were Blackboard (the institution-wide online learning management solution), Second Life (a virtual world solution used for both synchronous and asynchronous delivery), and the university supported email. The class met synchronously on a weekly basis throughout the semester for a single 1½ hour session and students had access to the Second Life course site 24/7 for individual use or for as-needed project team collaborations.

Specific to this research, student assessments utilized a variety of factors including: attendance, participation and role-play; weekly case study assignments; team presentations, and final project out-brief. For the case study, each class was divided into several project teams of (4-6) students per team. Each project team was charged with the responsibility for preparing a (12-15) minute
presentation each week based on the project case study assignment for that week. The presentation was conducted using Second Life. Project teams were instructed that they may incorporate other online communicative media (i.e. audio clips, video, etc.) but the logistics and control of these media were strictly left up to the team. Individual project team meetings to coordinate team activities were the sole responsibility of the project team members; how many meetings and how often they took place was all up to the team. Each team had a Second Life virtual working space (referred to as a sky lab) for each project team to use to coordinate and practice their presentations in.

The project teams presented an assigned series of tasks as a part of the case study that was given out each week. Each presentation must include a slide presentation that included introductory, agenda, content specific to each task, and summary slides. The project teams were evaluated utilizing a team presentation rubric and then each student received a grade based on their participation and presentation as a team member with additional consideration given on an individual basis for individual efforts that exceeded expectations. The team presentation rubric evaluated the team collectively in several areas including: ‘Team Collaboration’, ‘Presentation Layout/Organization’, ‘Speaking/Verbal Skills’, ‘Presentation Structure/Mechanics’, ‘Task Solution, and ‘Question & Answer’. Assessment categories included: ‘Met Expectation’, ‘Missed a Key Element’, ‘Missed Key Elements’, and ‘Failed to Meet Expectation’.

In an effort to improve on the interactive nature of the team assignments and to take advantage of the immersive capabilities inherent in the virtual world working spaces, role play was incorporated into the case study assignments. Students were assigned a role the first night of class and role play for the case study began usually on the third session (see Table 1). Each student was given guidance on what was expected out of their role player and each role was set so that each student played their role twice during the course.

Table 1: Role Player Weekly Schedule
Virtual Classroom: Within the institutions already existent virtual campus setting, several virtual workspaces were either created or existing spaces modified to provide the appropriate virtual work environment for the course activities. The first virtual space is a classroom (see Figure 1). This space provides an initial meeting room for all synchronous sessions. Students logged in here and through an activity bot (a proximity counter program) attendance was automatically collected. The auditorium style seating gave plenty of space for all and provided visibility to five separate boards in the front. Having multiple presentation screens allowed the instructor to present several aspects of the course at once, including: class agenda, case study, reading assignments, video clips, quiz/exam results, and presentation slides.

![Figure 1: Virtual Classroom/Lecture Workspace](image)

Project Management Interactive Lab: The second virtual space that was utilized was a project management interactive lab building (see Figure 2). This space contains a lobby floor with access to four floors above it. Each of the first three floors above the lobby housed eight learning modules. Each learning module consisted of four viewing stations that was completed by the student completes with the fourth as a review station. The viewing stations presented a series of 12-18 slides, on a timed presentation with each slide presentation lasting approximately 4-6 minutes each. Each course week students were assigned learning modules to complete. Use of this method allowed for presentation of key course content to the students while affording them with the opportunity to view the content at their convenience – asynchronously.
Project Team Sky Labs: The next virtual workspaces (referred to as ‘Sky Labs’) were created for the student project teams to collaborate in (see Figure 3). These virtual workspaces (floating above the virtual campus) gave each of the virtual project teams a collaborative space to work from. Each of the Sky Labs had enough seating for the (4-6) team members and any visitors. Presentation screens were provided for team members to view case study tasking’s and to create team presentations via various online document development and sharing tools.

VI. Case Study Assignments and Role Play

A significant portion of the student’s course activity centered on applying the project management concepts presented in readings and lecture while utilizing an ongoing case study. For the case study there were (10) weekly project assignments throughout the course. Each student was assigned a role in the case study at the beginning of the course. Students were each given guidance on what was expected out of their role player and each role had (2) weekly sessions where they played that role. The role guidance came in the form of a ‘Role Player Note..."
Card (see Figure 4) that was given to each role player. There were usually 3-4 role player’s active during any given class session and 15-20 minutes of the class session was afforded to role play following team presentations.

Figure 4: Case Study Role Card

Role play for the case study began week 3 of the course. The previous table (see Table 1) indicates which roles were assigned to a specific course week.

Within the case study there are several departments with multiple roles. Each project team is assigned to a department so that there is a never more than one team member assigned to role play on during a given class session. Additionally, project case study role play working spaces were developed specifically for student interaction based on the project case study (see Figure 5). During team collaboration time, role players would be available in their virtual office spaces to that project teams could meet with them and query them for further case content.

Figure 5: Case Study Role Play Workspaces
VII. Preliminary Survey Results

As indicated earlier, two survey assessment tools had been utilized. The scope of this article limits the discussion of the total survey results but a portion of the current results bares consideration here. The survey collection covered three-semester course offerings between 2011 and 2012. In each of these courses, the delivery involved not only lecture style learning and knowledge transfer, but also case study presentations, and virtual teaming, role play, and collaboration projects completed by the students.

The initial intent of the survey was to collect student perception data following completion of their first course experience within the virtual workspace. This same survey instrument had been used and pretested in a previous case study involving a smaller group of online graduate students. Over the course of the study period, the survey population consisted of (46) graduate students that were registered for the 3 different course offerings with (44) students actually completing the survey -- a return rate of 95.6%. Preliminary results from the initial survey data were divided into four areas: ‘Population Background’, ‘Learning Curve’, ‘Avatar Interaction’, and ‘Effectiveness of the Medium’.

Population Background. The survey results indicated that all but three of the respondents (93.2%) had previously taken an online course for academic credit and that of those all but one respondent (97.7%) had used some sort of online collaboration tool with their online course. These same results indicated that students had an increasing level of experience using virtual technology in their workplace since the start of the study. Interestingly, the study indicated that a growing number of students have had some experience in virtual world environments; more than a third (34.1%) of graduate students stated they had operated in virtual worlds in the past.

Learning Curve. Preliminary survey results indicated that there was a minimal amount of time needed to adapt and learn to use the basic functions in Second Life. Only three of the survey respondents (6.8%) reported that they took more than 2 hours to practice in the virtual world prior to the first class meeting. To assess collaborative challenges, students were asked if communicating in the virtual world (including local text chat and voice chat) was a difficult skill to master; to this query only six (13.6%) of the respondents felt that communicating in the environment was difficult.

Avatar Interaction. Preliminary results indicated that the majority (90.9%) of the students found the need for maintaining a Code of Conduct for virtual classroom behavior to be “important” for holding academic sessions in virtual environments. Additionally, most of the population (90.9%) indicated they did not feel that the avatar’s appearance was distracting in the work environment in any way. Another interesting response was that nearly half (45.4%) of students indicated that the avatars did not have to closely resemble their human counterpart with (34.1%) indicating they were undecided at this early juncture in their virtual world experience.

Perceived Effectiveness of the Medium. Preliminary results from the final area of the initial survey indicated that (31.8%) of students reported that use of the virtual environment makes them more motivated to conduct online collaboration.
VIII. Closing Remarks and Moving Forward Considerations

The virtual immersive environments today have the ability to simulate a dynamic and persistent three-dimensional interactive space that includes rich graphical life-like spaces that provide the end-user with a ‘sense of presence’ or ‘being-there’. The collective research over the course of this study has concentrated on evaluating the use of virtually immersive environments not only as a learning media but also as a collaborative media for virtual project team interaction.

The purpose of this article was to present a role-play based approach to virtual project teaming and assessment that provides graduate students with collaborative working spaces, a context within which students can interact with their peers, and a structured approach for facilitators to evaluate the efforts of these virtual teams. Content and analytics for this study stemmed from data collected over the course of three semesters while offering a graduate-level Technology Project Management course. To offer this online course several virtual working spaces were utilized to present course lectures and discussions, and provide for virtual in-world team skills training.

Discussion included the incorporation of virtual role-play centered on the use of a contextually appropriate case study that spanned a period of the 14 weeks of the semester-long course. The article also addressed both the structure of the course delivery, the case study and role play, and challenges faced in maximizing the immersive capabilities of these types of virtual environments all while ensuring that content delivery and required course assessments were being realized. The preliminary survey data provides us with a ground level idea of what questions should be asked next to determine the reasons for the responses here. Several points regarding these preliminary results are worth noting:

- It is felt that the previous experience in virtual worlds of over a third (34.1%) of the students may have influenced other students in the class (with no previous virtual world experience) by providing support and advice informally to those new to the virtual environment. As a consequence this may have improved interpersonal communication trust among classmates and team members and should be more closely studied in the future. Trust is a critical virtual team characteristic and an area warranting further study.\textsuperscript{25,26}

- With reference to the ‘Learning Curve’ category, the lesson taken from these early results indicates that providing a simple automated method for logging in and creating and operating an avatar, along with providing appropriate and clear training about the steps to do tends to ease the student’s upfront learning curve. Additionally, it is perceived that easing the effort to learn a new technology like virtual world collaboration can result in a more systemic trust of the technology since there is not an overwhelming time commitment to learning how to operate in this new environment. However, the population is predominately made up of technology leaders so it could be presumed that they are more adapt at learning a new technological toolset. Broadening the population should aid in minimizing this as a plausible factor.

- With regard to the category of ‘Avatar Interaction’, results indicate there is a clear preference for parameters designed by the facilitator to give guidance to the activity and interaction between people in the environment. So, one advantage of establishing a basic
Code of Conduct including avatar appearance appears to be that it avoids distraction based on appearance which should support trust building in the environment itself.

- A question remains, concerning the need for avatars to closely resemble their human proxies. This response needs further defining and consideration as it is not clear if students mean that avatars should still look human but do not need to look like the human for whom they stand as a proxy for or whether they in fact mean it is less important that an avatar even resemble a human being at all.

- Over the course of the study to date, it has been noted by several faculty observers that the implementation of role play appears to afford students more opportunity to interact closely with their peers giving them opportunities to visualize the project from a stakeholder’s perspective. Research supports this notion and it is worth a more detailed observation and analysis as the study continues.

Further review of survey data conducted over the period of study to date, along with observational analysis, is the foundation for an ongoing discussion amongst practitioners who utilize this medium as an academic collaborative platform. Much of this data is just now beginning to provide us with information about student beliefs related to the development of trust and the quality of their team experience in the tested environment. Based on this current data collected to date, we are now in the process of reformulating more specific survey instruments and processes to gather objectively not just student reaction and beliefs regarding trust building and collaboration in the environment but to also ascertain whether actual trust building is exposed in the student’s working environment. Additionally, further analysis regarding the case study and role play approaches is also warranted.
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